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About This Game

"WELCOME TO IMPOSSIBALL!"

IMPOSSIBALL is a re-imagining of Atari’s "Pong" with three different game modes that can be played in singles (1-2 players)
or doubles (1-4 players). The game modes are: IMPOSSIBALL, DODGEBALL and LONEBALL.

IMPOSSIBALL

IMPOSSIBALL is like Pong but with 500 balls instead of one. There are 10 different Power-Ups to collect (or avoid):

 Bigger - Increases your ship's size

 Fast Balls - Increases the speed of all balls

 Impossiball - Randomises the direction of the balls

 Inversion - Reverse's your opponent's controls

 Invisiball - All balls are invisible
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 Magnet - Balls are attracted to your ship

 Shield - Your goal is protected

 Slow Down - Reduces your opponent's speed

 Smaller - Reduces the size of your opponent's ship

 Stop - Pauses the movement of all balls

(All power-ups are temporary except for Fast Balls.)

DODGEBALL

DODGEBALL requires you to avoid getting hit by the orange balls as they get bigger and faster. The affect of some Power-Ups
is slightly different in this game-mode, for example: BIGGER makes your opponent's ship bigger while SMALLER makes your

ship smaller!

LONEBALL

LONEBALL is our love-letter to Atari's original game featuring one, lone ball drenched in a neon glow and all set to a chip-tune
soundtrack!

All game-modes can be played in single player, or with 2 to 4 players as co-op or versus - using any combination of mouse,
keyboard and up to four controllers.
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10/10 would idle again. kewl game!

My Video:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/8MQnaXAo4-g. What's wrong with this stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game?
I've never saw worse\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than this
Where was the crosshair, well thats the question because nobody knows
Ive spent 3k hours playing this piece of crap shooting simulator for autistic children with down syndrome
And It gave me depression, anxiety and suicidal thoughts
My parents are happy because ive made it to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing MASTER GUARDIAN 2 division what makes me
a professional player in this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ass universe of misery where only
entertainment is running across long with sandals on my feet dodging enemy's bullets
In a matter of fact every single one of them ending piercing my skull sideways from temple to temple and leaves my rotten body
in the middle of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in sahara desert widely known as DE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING DUST THE
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING SECOND
I dont give a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 about this broken game and if you want to play
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with or without me, get your stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665between
two concrete mixers, put on some mustard on your hands and slap your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing face twice
thank you
much love
P.S 32 in 1. it fun and funny character, i got this game from free cd key and play like hell. and sure you guys dont miss this
game,it like team fortress.. A very good and well done animated story, well worth the money.. Might be good when it's finished
but I can't believe I paid $20 for this piece.. Keep your money..
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Sniper Tactical looks really interesting but it is so bad!!!!! Do Not Buy!!. For some time I was looking for a nice game to start
playing Adventure games. If you are doing the same? Don't look any further because this game will do it all. Visual very
beautiful, no rocket science degree needed. I wish there were a lot more like this little gem.

edited after buying full game:
game will not save, only option to close the game is CTR-ALT-DEL. If you are going to release a game, make sure it works. I
don't want to start over and over again.. Good blend of sim and arcade elements make this a very fun to play game. 20something
is a touching interative fiction game that cuts to heart of the world of dating and intimacy for a young man in his early twenties.
Scenes are told through a highly relatable stream of consciousness, humorously interwoven with 'bad but good' action movies,
'bad but good' parties and 'bad but good' dates. Amongst the soul searching and eerily familiar romantic encounters, the story
also touches on mental health issues and alcohol abuse, two topics young men often feel unable to talk about in healthy and
productive ways, and are helpful to see represented in media. If you're are a fan of interactive fiction or indeed anyone who has
navigated the perils of online dating, fumbling encounters or long awkward moments, then I highly recommend this game.. I
rate the game Inside Me 2.5\/5. It's almost OK. Actually, if it wasn't so amazingly frustrating, it actually would've been good.

This game gets a lot right. It has good graphics (for a game of its genre), interesting gameplay mechanics, good controls, great
music (I really wish there was a soundtrack for this game but there isn't), good sound and an interesting setting. But for all this it
gets one important thing very, very wrong; This game is too hard.

This game too hard for commentators who try to play it on youtube. It is freaking hard and as a direct result it is extremely
frustrating. To make matters worse, the fact that this game gets so much right makes the act of trying to play it (and repetitively
failing) that much more frustrating. And then, to top it all off, if you really love this game's music like I do, THERE IS NO
SOUNDTRACK WHICH YOU CAN BUY and the music isn't even on youtube.

My recommendation? Avoid even getting involved with this game. I was able to get to the second boss (the one right after the
travel, cell-dodging section) but that was it. I was unable to finish this game. Argh! And as hard as the normal game levels are,
the bosses are 2-3 times worse if you can believe it. So frustrating!. A reasonable upgrade from the first.Not overly impressed,
but the optimisation is better here than in MXGP3.
I have not invested alot of time due owing over 250 games and never knowing what to play? LOL

Anyway this game is worth about 40 AUDS which is what I paid for it on sale.

7.5 out of 10 score rating.

PS: I must admit Milestone has improved alot in recent times and do not ever compare their games with MX vs ATV series!
I think they are both very different games in terms of feel and design. I just prefer the MXGP series mainly because of the
Unreal Engine which is superior!. Whoever made this game killed my boner. I was all ready to fap over this♥♥♥♥♥♥ then I
came to find out that it's horribly disfigured like my impotence. The voice acting in this game gave me PTSD and now I believe
I'm into having sex with wild animals. This game ruined my entire life. Alluha snackbar.. no was to slow down head or mouse
movement gives you a head ache
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